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RUNGE-KUTTA-NYSTROM METHODS FOR HYPERBOLIC  
PROBLEMS WITH T IME-DEPENDENT 
COEFF IC IENTS 
O. A.  KARAKASHIAN 
Department of Mathematics, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1300, U.S.A. 
A~traet--Galerkin fully discrete approximations for hyperbolic equations with time-dependent 
coefficients are analyzed. The schemes are based on implicit Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods, and are 
coupled with preconditioned iterative methods for the efficient, albeit approximate, solution of the 
resulting linear systems. Arbitrarily high-order, both conditionally and unconditionally stable methods are 
considered. In addition, it is shown that a specific class of methods exhibit parallel features that can be 
exploited to reduce the final execution time to that of a low-order method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following initial boundary-value problem: let f~ be a bounded omain in R N with 
smooth boundary 0f2. For t* > 0, a real-valued function u is sought, satisfying 
u,=-L ( t )u -  ~ lij(x,t ) - lo(x,t)u in f2x(0,  t*] 
i, -1  
u(x,t)=O on0f~ × [0, t*], (1) 
u(x, 0)-- u°(x), u,(x, O) = u°(x) in f~; 
{/ij} is symmetric, uniformly positive definite, and 10 >t 0 on ~ x [0, t*]. In order to guarantee the 
0 convergence results below, we shall assume that lij, l o are sufficiently smooth and u °, ut are 
sufficiently smooth and compatible so that u has the necessary regularity properties. 
In Refs [1] and [2], respectively, single-step and two-step ("cosine") methods of order of accuracy 
up to 4 have been analyzed. In these two approaches, the fully discrete methods are based on 
rational approximations to e ~ and cos x, respectively. Our schemes, on the other hand, are based 
on Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m schemes applied to the semidiscrete (second-order in time) equations. 
This approach permits the analysis of arbitrarily high-order methods and does not make use of 
derivative values. On the other hand, these methods reduce to those analyzed by  Bramble and 
Baker [3] in cases where the coefficients l~j and 10 are independent of r 
Unlike the time-independent case, however, here the fully discrete equations require solving 
linear systems with matrices that are different at every time step. We shall call this the base scheme. 
An efficient strategy must then be devised in order to avoid new matrix factorizations atevery time 
step. Douglas et al. [4] were the first to address a similar problem in the context of time-stepping 
for a quasilinear parabolic equation. Their approach consists in using preconditioned iterative 
methods for approximately solving the linear systems. This approach was subsequently used in the 
context of hyperbolic as well as parabolic problems (cf. e.g. Refs [1, 2, 5, 6]). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set the notation and list the spatial 
approximation results that will be used. In Section 3 we construct the fully discrete approximations 
and describe the stability and accuracy properties of the Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods used. In 
Section 4 we prove stability and convergence of the base scheme. In Section 5 we construct and 
analyze a preconditioned iterative method for the approximate and efficient solution of the fully 
discrete quations. Specifically, at every time step, using previously known values, we construct, 
via an extrapolation technique, an initial approximation which is within the global order of 
accuracy of the method. This is then refined an additional O(k 2) by the preconditioned iterative 
method. We also show that if some additional conditions are satisfied, then an O(k) refinement 
suffices. We then show that the stability and rate of convergence of the base scheme is preserved. 
In Section 6, we give three classes of Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m methods. Starting from a rational 
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approximation r(z) to e -z, stable on an interval [-is, is] for some s > 0, a Runge-Kutta collocation 
and finally a Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethod is obtained using well-known techniques (cf. 
Refs [7,8]). 
We consider first a class of methods derived from rational functions with real, negative poles. 
We show that when the poles are distinct, then the system relating the intermediate values 
decouples, whereas all these values can be solved simultaneously. The properties of such methods 
were analyzed in Ref. [9]. We also consider a class of rational functions with denominators of the 
form (1 -x2z2)  q, where x is a real parameter. These functions were introduced by Bramble and 
Baker [3]. Finally, we consider methods derived from Pad6 approximations to e-L These rational 
functions have in general complex roots. We indicate an efficient method for solving the fully 
discrete approximations in this case. 
2. NOTATION AND PREL IMINARIES  
For m/> 0 integer, let H m denote the Sobolev space of real-valued functions defined on f~ with 
the norm denoted by II' IIm' For m = 0, let ( . , . )  and II'll denote the inner product and norm on 
L 2 = H °. Also, let HOt denote the subspace of H t consisting of functions that vanish on c~ in the 
sense of trace. 
We assume that {L(t)}o<~,<.,. is a smooth family of self-adjoint, bounded operators from 
Hm+2NH~ onto H m, for m/> 0. Time derivatives of L(t) are obtained by differentiating its 
coefficients with respect o t. For 0 ~< t ~< t* let T(t): Hm~Hm+2DH~ denote the inverse of L(t), 
i.e. T(t) is the solution operator of the elliptic BVP L(t)c~ =f in  f~, ~b = 0 on ~,  with f in  H".  
It follows then that { T(t)}o,, ~< ,. is a smooth family of bounded operators from H m into H m + 2 fq Hot, 
m >1 0, with time derivatives denoted by T~J~(t). 
We assume that the solution u of system (1) is sufficiently smooth. Indeed, work done in Refs [1] 
and [10] show that if the initial data u 0 and u 0 are sufficiently smooth and compatible, then a unique 
solution u(t) exists that satisfies 
II u¢J)(t)II r~ ~ C( II U ° IIj+ m + II u ° IIj+ ~-, ), 0 ~< t ~< t*, (2) 
where 
-11  
u(J~(t)=~t ju(t), and j ,m~>0 and m+j>~ 2. 
= o and, for i >~ 2, Specifically, defining Uo u °, ut = u, 
u,=-  L~i 2 o(0)u;, 
;=0\ l 
by differentiating the equation u,=-L ( t )u  i -2  times, it is required that uj~H2fqH~, for 
i=0 ,1  . . . .  , j+m- -2 ,  and uj+m i~Hot. 
For r 1> 2 integer, let {Sh}h>0 denote a family of finite dimensional subspaces of L 2. We also 
assume the existence of a smooth family of approximating operators Th(t): L2~ Sh possessing the 
following properties: 
(i) For each t ~ [0, t*], Th(t) is self-adjoint, positive semidefinite on L 2 and positive 
definite on Sh. The inverse of Th(t) on Sh we denote by Lh(t). This operator 
is also smooth, self-adjoint and positive definite. We assume that there exists 
a seminorm II'l]; on Sh+(H2AH~) which is a norm on Sh. 
(ii) There exist constants c(j)  independent of h such that 
I1 (T~J)(t) - T(J)(t))f II + h II (T~J)(t) - T(J)(t))f Ill ~ c(j)h m Ilf I[,, 2, 
j>~O, 2<<.m<<.r, f~H m-2, O<<.t<~t*. (3) 
(iii) There exist constants c(j)  independent of h such that, for j t> 0, 
I(Z~J)(t)ck, qJ)l<~c(j)llckll;ll~ll; x/ck, q,~Sh, O<~t<<.t*, (4) 
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and 
el II ~ I12 ~ II q~ II 2 ~ c2(th(t)O, ~), 0 ~ t ~< t*, ~b ~ S h. (5) 
Several Galerkin methods giving rise to operators Th(t) satisfying the above requirements are 
well-known. For a description of these methods as well as a verification of the above properties, 
we refer to Ref. [11]. 
For 0 ~< t ~< t*, we let PE(/) = Th ( t )L ( t ) :H~N h~ ~ Sh denote the family of "elliptic projection" 
operators. Throughout this paper, w (t) will denote the elliptic projection Th (t)L (t)u(t)  of u(t), the 
solution of system (1) and t / ( t )= w(t ) -  u(t). 
Extending the proof of Proposition 2.1 of Ref. [5], we obtain via expression (2), 
I I~(J)(t) l l+hl l~(J~(t) l lz~Chm(l lu°l l~÷~+llu°l l~+j ~}, j>>.O, 2<~m<<.r, O<<.t<<.t*. (6) 
The following two inequalities are direct consequences of expression (4) [cf. 1]: 
and 
l[ T~/Z(t)L~)(s)T~/~(t)II, I L~/~(t)TtJ)(s)L~/Z(t)II ~ c( j ) ,  j >/0, s, t 6 [0, t*]; (7) 
II L~/2(t)T~/2(s)II, II T~/2(s)L~/2(t)II ~ c, s, t ~ [0, 1"]. (8) 
In the above, I111 is also used to denote the operator norm restricted to Sh. 
Let k = t*/n * denote the time stepsize with n* a positive integer. Throughout this paper, f ~ will 
be used to denote f ( t  ~) =f (nk)  whenever f is a map with domain [0, t*]. 
For our stability and convergence estimates, we shall use the following family of norms on 
ShxSh, for c>0:  
III [4~,, 4~] III 2 = II q~l II 2 + II (T"h)l/2c~2 II  + ck2 II (t~)l/2q~l II = + ck2 II ~2 II 2 [~,, q~2] ~ sh x &.  (9) 
It follows from inequality (7) that these norms are equivalent in the sense that for c~, c2 > 0, 
3 dt = dl(cl, c2), d2 = d2(cl, c2) such that 
d, III [~,, q~2] III ~=.. ~< III [G ,  q~=] IIIc,,m ~ d~ III [4~,, ~=] III ~.., 
V[c~I,c~2]~ShXSh, O<~n,m<~n*. (10) 
Furthermore, 
1ll[4~l,~2]lll,..+,~<(l+ck)lll[q~,,q~2]lll .... n=0 . . . . .  n* - - l ,  V[q~l,q~z]6Sh×S h. (11) 
In the sequel we shall use II1' Ill c.° to denote the corresponding operator norm on Sh × Sh as well. 
We shall also consider the following inverse property: 
(th(t)O, qb)<~ch-2llq~l[ 2 , V~bEah. (12) 
In Section 5 it is shown that assumption of property (12) will result in a more efficient solution 
of the numerical scheme. Finally, let P0 denote the L2-orthogonal projection into Sh. 
3. THE FULLY DISCRETE APPROXIMATIONS 
The Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods we consider here are characterized by a set of constants, 
q/> 1, A = {aij}qj= i, bX = (b~ . . . . .  bq), ~x = (bl . . . . .  bq), r x = (~ . . . . .  ~q); where q denotes the 
number of intermediate stages or values. 
Given an approximation [U~, V~] ~ Sh × Sh to [U n, G'], [UZ + ~, V~ + ~] is defined in the following 
way, with L~,i= Lh(t",i), t",i = t" + kz~, i = 1 . . . . .  q: 
q 
' U~ +l= U~+kV~ -k2  Z biLnh'iun, "i, 
,=1 (13) 
q 
V,~ +l= V~-k  ~ biLnh'iUnh 'i,
i= l  
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where the intermediate stages {U~'i}q= t are given by the set of q equations, 
q 
n.i_ n i= l ,  (14) Uh -- Uh + kz iV~-  k 2 ~ " r,.Jrr,,J t4ijZ-'h ~"Jh , " ' ' ,q"  j=l 
Furthermore, we choose [U °, V °] (with L ° = Lh(0)), as 
U°h = (I + k2-2L°h)-l Po(I + k2 7tL °)u °, 
V ° = (I + k2-2L °) lpo(I + k22L°)u °. (15) 
Here 2 is an arbitrary positive constant. In Section 5 we shall propose a possible choice for ~,. 
Henceforth we shall refer to equations (13)-(15) as the base scheme. We note that if A is invertible, 
then equation (13) may be written in the form 
U~ +1 = (1 - -  brA - le )U~ + k(1 - -  bXA -l"r)Vn h+ bTA tf~nh, 
(13') 
V~+'=-k  ~bVA ~eUT,+(1-b*A ~z)V"h+k-lT)VA-'O"h, 
where e = (1 . . . . .  1) ~ R q and 0~ = (U] 'l . . . . .  U"; q) ~ ~ = (Sh) °. 
Let £~: ~ --* ~h denote the diagonal operator ~ = diag{L~. ' . . . .  L~ 'q }; equations (13) and (14) 
may be written as 
U"h + ~ = [I -- k2b ~ LT~(I + k2A ff~)-le]U"h + k[I  - k2b T £7~(I + k2A ~)  'z]V~h, 
(16) 
V"h + ~ = -kT)T f f~( I  + kZA ~(P~)-leU~ + [I - kZT)v ff'~(I + kZA ff'~)-tz]V"h, 
which we shall express as [U~ + ~, V~+~]v = ~7,[U~, V~] ~. Also, 
(I + k2A ff~)(J~ = eU~ + kzV"h. (17) 
Here A ffo~ is to be understood in the sense of composition of operators on ~,  with A viewed 
also as A ® L with I = Is~. 
In this paper we shall consider Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods for which the map ~ reduces 
to 
r (k [O  h ; I ] )  
in the time-independent case, and where r(z) is some rational approximation to e -~. Thus, our 
methods reduce to those analyzed by Bramble and Baker [3] in the time-independent case. 
We shall assume that there exists a q x q matrix G and a vector g such that 
A =G 2, b =g,  b ~=gxG,  z=Ge.  (18) 
This is in fact a well-known device for converting the Runge-Kutta method for first-order problems 
specified by G, g into a Nystr6m method. Indeed, letting £,¢h = diag{Lh . . . . .  Lh }, it follows from 
equations (18) that equation (16) may be written as 
[Unh+l, Vnh+l]T=r(k[O h ;II)[Unh, Vnh]T, 
where the rational function r(z) is given by 
r(z) = 1 - gXz(I + zG)- le.  (19) 
[o o'] 
are purely imaginary; indeed they are given by +_i2)/2, j = 1 . . . .  , d, where {~.j}d=l are the 
eigenvalues of Lb. For this reason we require the rational function r to satisfy the following stability 
condition: 
Jr(iy)[ <. l, [y[<.s fo rsome s>0.  (20) 
If  s is finite, then a Courant-type condition relating h and k needs to be imposed. 
The eigenvalues of the operator 
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We shall also require these methods to satisfy the following two consistency conditions: let v >/1 
and p >/2 be the largest integers for which 
1 
gVzJ e - 
j+ l '  
and 
0 ~<j ~< v - 1, (21) 
1 GzSe - j  ~ zj+ le '+ l  0 ~<j ~<p - 2, (22) 
where ~ is also used to denote the q x q diagonal matrix d iag{r l , . . . ,  Zq}. 
4. STABILITY AND CONVERGENCE OF THE BASE SCHEME 
We begin by briefly describing the results of this section. Proposition 4.1 addresses the 
invertibility of the operator I+k2A£79~. The proof is omitted since it is identical to that of 
Proposition 4.1 of Ref. [6]. Theorem 4.1 contains a key stability estimate for the time-stepping 
operator given by equations (16) in the Ill" II norm. In Theorem 4.2, we estimate the local truncation 
error again in the II1' Ill norm, for methods atisfying equations (21) and (22). These results, when 
combined, given the convergence of the approximations generated by the base scheme (13)-(15). 
In the sequel, /" II will also denote the L 2 norm on 5eh and the corresponding operator norm. 
Proposition 4.1 
Let £,eg denote the diagonal operator L,e~ = diag{L~,.. . ,  L~}. Suppose the eigenvalues of A 
satisfy Re 2 >~ 0, 2 4= 0. Then 
(i) I + kZA ~e~ is invertible, and 
I](k2~g)°(I+k2AS¢~) ' l~<c, 0~<0~<1. (23) 
(ii) There exists k0 > 0 such that for k <~ ko, I + k2A ~ is invertible, and 
II(kZ~g)°(I+kZA~g)-'ll<<.e, 0=0 or 0=½. (24) 
Letting pn denote the spectral radius of L~, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 
Suppose that the eigenvalues of A satisfy Re 2 ~> 0, 2 v ~ 0, and that condition (20) holds. Assume 
that 
k s, (25) 
where s is as in condition (20). Then there is a constant c > 0 such that, for any c*> 0, 
III ~ III c,., ~ (1 + ck)II ~ III c..=, V ~ ~ Sh x Sh. (26) 
Proof. Note that inequality (26) follows from 
Il S°~"hS°' ll <<" l + ck' S°= [ (L~°'2 ~ 1 (L ~53' 0=0 and 0=1.  (27) 
We now write ~,  = r~, + (~, - r~,), where r~ is obtained by replacing £~ in ~,  by Za~. It follows 
from equation (18) that 
o91, 
where the rational function r(z) is given by equation (19). We next show that by inequality (25), 
II Sor"hSo I II ~< 1, 0 = 0 and 0 = 1. (28) 
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Let {~b~}~=~ = Sh be a complete set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of L~ and let {~j}ff=l be the 
corresponding eigenvalues. It follows that 
[o o'] 
has purely imaginary eigenvalues ~±s = T- i2) '2, j = 1 . . . . .  d, with corresponding eigenfunctions 
• 1 
This set forms a basis for S~ x S~. For V e S~ x S~, let 
d 
S;~V= ~ 3±s~±j • 
j= l  
Then 
S°r~S°~V =,=,~ fl+J(T-ki2)"2)~ +ic~j " 
Hence it follows from condition (20) and inequality (25) that 
d 
IISor"~So gl12~ < ~ 1fl+_~122 °, 
j= l  
but since 
d 
vl l~= Y~ t/L+jla;d, 
j= l  
inequality (28) follows. 
Now consider the operator F = (I + k2A LP~) ~k2A(Sf~- ~a~). It follows from inequalities (23) 
and (7) that I[(~g)l/2F(~) 1/2 It ~< cA, where (~,)1..2 = diag{(T~)~/2,..., (T~)~/2}. Hence the operator 
I -  (~)~/2F(y-~)~/2 is invertible and 
II [I - (L/'~,)l"2F(3-h")~/2] -~ II ~< c. (29) 
After some straightforward but tedius calculations, we can write 
F bWEe kbWEr-] 
~l~-r h=Ek l~WE e ~TEz ~, (30) 
where 
E = (I + k2A~)-~(k2.~q~)m[(~--hn)~/2(.LP~ - ff~,) ( n)~/2] 
x [I - (L/'~)'":F(3-~)'/2] -~ '(k2£/'~)1/2(I + k2A£P~) -'. (31) 
Now, for 0 = 0, 
[ - bTee _ kbWE(~) '''2~ ] 
S0[~ - r"h]So' = Ek_mbv(~,)l/ZEe bT(j;)~/2E(.~),/2zA. 
It follows from inequalities (29), (23) and (7) that 
II S0[~'~ - r~]So' II ~< ck. (32) 
In an entirely similar manner, we can show that 
II Sa[~Z - r~]S~ - II <~ ck. (33)  
Inequality (26) now follows from inequalities (27), (28), (32) and (33). 
Before estimating the truncation error, we note that since max r~ may be > 1, we shall require 
i 
all our previous assumptions to hold with t* replaced by 
t *+k  max{0, max(z~-1)}. 
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Theorem 4.2 
Suppose that A is invertible and its eigenvalues atisfy Re 2 >1 0 and that equations (18), (21) 
and (22) hold. We assume that u is smooth in the sense of  expression (2) with 
j + m = # - max{r + 2, tr + 2}, where a = min{p, v}. Then, for any c* > 0, 
iw ~th " 7 --[_w7 + c . , .+,<<'ck{k~+k' - lh2+hr}{l lu° l t"+l lu° l l~- l} '  (34) 
where c depends on c*. 
Proof. Let ~0, ~h", ~ and 27'" denote the diagonal operators with entries Po, T"h ' i= Th(t"'i), 
p~,i = T.;~L..~ and L "'~= L(t  "'~) respectively, i = 1 . . . . .  q. Also, let i f "  and U" denote the q-vectors 
(w"' 1 . . . . .  w"'q) T and (u"' 1 . . . .  , u"'q), respectively. 
Let ~" ~" ~" " ~ E h = ~ W. + ~vT,, where v~ in ~ is given by 
(I + k2A ~)~7,  = ew" + krwT. (35) 
From equations (18) we get, using the fact that U,", + £7"0" = 0, ThPo = Th: 
n ~ 'n  ~ n (I + k:G2.LT'~,)g~ = ew" + kGew t + "~h W,, + k2G21~'[, 
- ( i f "  ew" kGew7 2 2~.  ~. ~. k G Wtt ) -4 -~ 'h(Wtt - -~  0 "" . . . .  U,,) 
= Mr,+ ffh (W. -  U.) .  (36) 
Now from equations (18) and (13), 
w" _ w "+1 w"+ku~-w +kg GW. -kg  G..~EI, (37) 
n n+l  T ~n T ~n ~n " ~l~h W'~ w'] +l w , - -W,  +kg Wtt -kg  ~hEh J 
To estimate cr .wzv. .x c~.~-. t~t hI n.6 ~h'--'h, we write 
• ~n ~n ~n __ ~g"h  = ff~(9"-h")l/2(£#;)l/2(I + k:GZ£7~) '(3rh")l/2(~)l/z [--Mh + ~ (W.  ~-~t/)]" (38) 
Expanding l~" and ~" W. in Taylor series at t , from equation (22) we get, for a ~> 3, i = 1 . . . . .  q: 
it ( c r -  3),j k2~; t t " ' J  1 aq 
1 t"'i(tn, i s) a tw(~)(s)ds (t.. J_s)._3w(.)(s)ds" 
(M~) '  = (o  - 1 ) !  ° 
For a = 1 or 2, appropriate remainder terms can be found. 
Now it follows from expression (3) that II T~/2(t)f II, II Th(t)f  I1 <- c I[f I[, fe  L 2. Since 
it follows from inequality (7) that 
II (Z~) I/2W(a) II ~< c{ II u ° II ~+= + II u ° II ~+~ }. (39) 
Also, noting that 
(..~.0~)1/2(i + k262 ~) - l (  o~-hn)l/2 = [I -- (~)l/2F(Srh")l/~]-l(I + k2a~L~'g) -', 
from expressions (23) and (29) we get 
II (..~)1/~( I + k~G~LPI,')-I(~") I/2II ~< c. (40) 
Thus, from expressions (7), (6), (39) and (40) it follows that 
II (T~)l/~kgX£7~'~E~ II ~< ck {k ~ + h r } { II u ° II ~ + II u ° II ~-1 }. (41) 
To estimate k2g~gff."~, kZgVG ff~'~ff." h and z.t c.a.~/zz.2.v ~o. ,~.. ,~ t** ~ ~ ,~ s - ~h'-.h, using the identities 
A( I  + A)  -1 = I - (I + A)  -~ = (I + A) - IA ,  we write 
.~#~ 1~ = a-~( I  + kZG2 ff'~) - IO~0(l~'Tt - ~n U. ) -  k-:G-~[I (I + k~G~g)-l]P, 
- G-~(I + k~G:~) - 'G~.~g F'~ =- if'I, + ff'I~ + ffI3, 
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where, for i = 1,2 . . . . .  q, 
(v l ) ,= (~_~)!  . 
and 
(1"~2)i = e E (0" " l)! n (tn, i__S)e 1 
Now f rom expressions (6) and (24) 
k 2 q.~ t..J 
(o. ~ 3), j~.ff l aiJ ft  ~ (tn'J-- s)~r-- 3][W(~r)(s) -- P~'iu(rr)(S)] dS 
k 2 q tn,) 
((7~3),)~=laiJft n (tn'J-s)a-31u(a)(s)ds" 
II k2M, II + It k(Z~)'e2k2M~ II ~ ckZh~( II u ° II , .2  + II u ° II r+x }. (42) 
Also, since f fo~ = ~0LSa,, f rom expressions (24) and (2) we get 
II k 23~r311 + II k (Z~)l'2k2M 3 II ~ ck ~ +2{ II u ° II ~ +2 + II u ° It ~ +x }. (43) 
Now f rom expressions (24), we have 
II k2ff12 II + II k(L~)l/2k2M2 II 
<~ ck ~ max { II w¢~)(s) - P~'iu(a)(S) II + IIk(L"h)l/2[w~)(s) - P['iu~)(s)] II }- (44) 
l <<.i<~q 
tn~s~tn ,  ~ 
From w~)(s ) -  P~'iu¢~)(s)= w~)(s) - u~O)(s) + (T  ~" -TT;i)L"'~u~)(s), using expressions (3) and (6) 
we get, via expression (2), 
II W(~)(S) -- P['iul~)(s) II ~ oh2{ IItt° l[ ~+2 + II u ° II o+~ }. (45)  
Also, f rom expressions (4), (3) and (6), 
I! kft"h)~":[wl~l(s) - e~'tu~")fs)] II ~< ckh{ II u ° II ~+2 + II u ° II o+1 }. (46) 
Lett ing p" = w ~ + kwT-  w "+' + k2gXGff"~,, we shall est imate II P" II + IIk(Lg)l/2P "11. From 
equat ions (21) and (22) 
I t  In n 2 T ~ n p~ = rl°)(s) ds + krl, + k g G(W, ,  - U,,)~~ 
n+l  
1 "+ ( t ,+  I k 2 "'J 
- - -  giGij ( t " J - s )  "-2 u~+ll(s). + ~.v . - s)° + (a - 2)! ,.j= 1 , 
Hence,  f rom expressions (6) and (2), 
II p" ll <~ ck {hr + k~ } { I lu° l l ,+ Ilu°llu ,}. (47) 
To  est imate It k(L~)I/:P" tl we write, with P [  = T"hL", 
p"= rl~l)(s) ds + krl, + k g G(W, , -  U,,) 
n+l  
+ k~[.1 _1 E g,G,JT; -2 [I - P~lu(°'(t ") 
Le! (o 2)! ,.j=l j 
( t ,+ l_s )O  I ~ giGij ( t " J - s )  ~ 
(o" - 1)!  ° (o r - - -  3 ) !  , . j= ~ . 
- (a  C 3 ) !  ~.~ = 1 
-P l  +P~.  
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From expressions (4) and (5), 
(L"hp", p") <~ e II P" lift ~< e II p, lift + e II p2 lift ~< e II p, lift + e(LT, p2, P2) 
<<. c ll p~ ll ff + c ll L"~p2 ll ( ll p" ll + ll p~ ll ). (48) 
Now using espressions (3) and (6), we get 
II P, II + h II P~ II, ~ ck'h2 {11 u ° II + Ir u ° II ~-1 }. 
Also, since L"hP~ = Po L~, we have lILT, P211 ~< ck~{ Ilu°ll~+2 + Ilu°ll,+~}. 
Hence, from the above and inequality (47), 
IIk(t"h)'I2p"ll <~ ck{k~ + h~}{ llu°ll + Ilu°lt~ ~}. (49) 
It remains to estimate II(T"h)l/2P'~ II + k II P~ II, where 
. . . .  +l gVlTr.tt p2- -W~--W,  +k  . 
Using equation (21), we get 
p~ q(2)(s) ds + kgT(lYg, -- ~~ -- = U,,) ~ (t"+'-s)~u~'+2)(s)ds 
n+l  n 
k q t '°'' -t (tr - 1)!i~= 1 g~J,. (t"' i--s)'- lu(~+2)(s)ds" 
Hence, from expression (6), 
II (Th,)t/2P~ I[ + k II P~ II ~< ck{k ° + h ~ } { It u ° II ,, + II u ° II ~-~ }. (50) 
Expression (34) now follows from inequalities (41)-(47), (49) and (50). 
Remark 
Using Young's inequality we get 
k ~ lh~<~c{k,+hr},  (51) 
if 2tr t> r. The above inequality also follows from h: < ck. Alternatively, inequality (51) can be 
obtained without the above two conditions by imposing instead slightly higher regularity on u ° 
0 and u,. 
We now can establish the convergence of the base scheme. For this, we let 
e =g(k ,h ,  tr, r )=k~ + k~-lh2 + h r. 
Theorem 4.3 
Let { U~, V~)~" 0 be given by equations (I 3)-(15). Then under the assumptions of Theorems 4.1 
and 4.2, for any c*> 0, 3 c = c(c*)  such that 
max III [U~, V~] - [w ~, wT] III c.,, ~< eg{ II u ° II ~ + II u ° II ~- t } (52) 
O<~n<~n* 
and 
max { l lu" -  U"II +k  I luT- V~ll} ~c~( l lu° l l~+ Ilu°ll~_,}, 
O<~n<~n* 
where/~ = max{r + 2, a + 2} and tr = min{p, v}. 
w , ] ,n=0, . . . ,n  We have Proof. Let (" = JUT,- w ~, V~,- , x ,, 
 .Fw°l Fw"+'l 
("+'= +  Lw,J- Lw,+'j 
Hence from expressions (26), (1 I) and (34), for any c*> 0, 
III ~"+ ~ 111 c.,, +, ~< (1 + ck)III ~" Ill c.,, + ckS{ l[ u ° II ~ + II u ° II ~-~ }. 
(53) 
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From this it easily follows that 
max Ill(~lll~.~<c Ill~°ll[~.0+c~'{llu°ll,+ I u°ll~_~}. 
O<~n<~n* 
It remains to estimate III~0 I1[ c.,0. Now from equations (15), with z ( t )= Pou( t ) -  w(t) ,  
U ° - w ° = [I + k2~(Lh(O)]-lz °. 
Similarly, 
V ° - w ° = [I + k2,~Lh(O)]-'{z ° + k2~(Lh(O)[Th(O)L(O)]O)u ° }
= [I + k27~Lh (0)] -~ ~z ° + k27~Lh(O)Po{[Tl~)(O) - Tm(0)]L(0) 
+ [Th(0)- T(O)]L°)(O)}u°~. 
It follows from expressions (23) and (3) that 
III ~0 Ill c,,0 ~< chr{ II u ° II r+, + II U ° II ~}' (54) 
This establishes inequality (52). Inequality (53) now follows from inequality (52), the definition of 
the norm II1' III and the triangle inequality. 
5. PRECONDIT IONED ITERATIVE METHODS 
In this section we consider in some detail the problem of solving the linear system (14). Given 
a basis for Sh, the matrix corresponding to I + k2A £P~ has a q x q block structure, each block 
having the dimension of Sh. The size of this matrix as well as its unwieldy structure (A is in general 
full) pose serious computational difficulties. Another difficulty stems from the fact that -L,~7, depends 
on t and it would be very inefficient o decompose it at every time step. 
In this section we shall describe variants of the base scheme which while inheriting the stability 
and accuracy properties of the latter, are more efficient. The theme these variants hare consists 
in approximately solving the equations (14) by cycles (in general one) of outer and inner iterations. 
Furthermore, we shall show that if the eigenvalues of A are real, positive and distinct, then the 
approximations to the intermediate values may be computed independently of each other. 
We begin by describing a class of preconditioned iterative methods (PIM) designed to avoid new 
matrix factorizations every time step. These methods were first used in the context of time stepping 
by Douglas et al. [4]. Since then, these methods have been used for the efficient solution of linear 
systems temming from fully discrete approximations to solutions of parabolic and hyperbolic 
equations [1, 2, 5, 6]. 
Let 9¢z be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with inner product (., .) and norm If" II. = ( ,  .)~2. 
Suppose M, M0 are symmetric positive definite operators in 9~, equivalent in the sense that for 
constants c2 i> cj > 0 
c~(M0~b, ~b), ~< (Mqb, q~), ~< c2(M0qS, q~), Vck e 9V. (55) 
Suppose also that we want to solve the linear system Mx = b, b e ~,  and that solving the linear 
system M0 2 = z is relatively inexpensive. Given x (°) in 9~, these PIMs (with M0 as preconditioner) 
generate approximations {x(J~}4 o to x. These iterative methods possess the following properties j=  
[cf. 12]: 
(i) Given {x~J)}J=0, calculating x (J+ ~) involves only evaluating M¢, M0~b, ¢ e J f ,  
computing inner products (Me, ~) , ,  (M0~b, q~), and solving linear systems 
M0¢ = ~, ~k in Yd. 
(ii) There exists a smooth function p: (0, 1]--*[1, 0] with p ( l )=0 and such that, 
with c~, c2 as in inequality (55). 
I1 M~"2(x Cj)-  x ) I1 ,  <~ c[p  (cl/c2)] j H M~/2( x (° ) -  x)H , -  (56) 
A particularly efficient PIM is the preconditioned conjugate gradient method with 
p(s)  = (1 - x~)/(1 + x~).  Also, it does not require knowledge of the constants Cl and c2. 
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In the following, we shall identify {g ,  (', ")~} with {Sh, (., .)}. We shall also use the norm 
II 4~ II z0 = { II 4~ II 2 + ~k 2 II (L°)l/2$ II 2}1/~ on 54 as well as its extension to ~.  
Since £~ contains operators Lh(.) evaluated at different imes, we shall consider the splitting 
I + k2A ~'~ - kZA (~ - c~g) to define the iteration 
( I+k2A~g)q~7+l=eU~+kzV~+k2A(LPg-Sf~)497, Og~5~,, /=0 ,1  . . . . . .  (57) 
We shall refer to this as the outer iteration. We next show that each outer iteration results in an 
O(k) refinement with respect o certain norms. Extending II'll~.0 to ~,  we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1 
Suppose the eigenvalues of A satisfy Re 2/> 0, 2 4= 0. Let {4~7};~>0 be given by equation (57) and 
qS" in ~ by 
(I + k2ALp~)49" = eU"h + krV~. (58) 
Then 
Ilc~"-ckT+lllzo+k-II[(y-h°)l/2(ck"-ckT+l)ll<~ckll(k2Lp°)l/2[ck"-ckT]l[, c = max{c, ~[ }. (59) 
Proof. From 
(I + k2A LP~)(q~" - ¢7+ ~) = k2A( .~ - ff~)((a" - c~7), 
written as 
q~"- q~7+, = (I + k2A £~) l(k25f~)l/2A (~--h")l"2(Se~ - ~g)(3-h")l/2(kZLP~)'/2(q~ " -  dpT), 
inequality (59) follows from expressions (23), (7) and (8). 
Below, we shall show that for n >/a -  1, only one outer iteration is needed. We shall 
approximate q~7+1 in equation (57) using a PIM, which shall be referred to as the inner iteration. 
Let S-~AS be the Jordan decomposition of A with A lower triangular (possibly ones on the 
subdiagonal). With ~bT.~; an approximation to ~b", the solution of equation (58), we write equation 
(57) in the more convenient form (redefining ~bT+ ~) 
( I+kZA~)Sc~7+l  =S(eU"h +k~V"~)+k2AS(L~- .~)497 J;, l=0 ,  1 . . . .  ,; (60) 
I + k221L"h ] 
I + kZA~g = k2OiL"h I + kZ22L"h~ 
~ k Z O q _ l L ~  l +k22qL~ 
where, for q i> 2, 0; = 0 or 1. With 00 = 0, we write equation (60) as 
(I + k22,L~)(S(aT+ l); = (S(eU"h + kzV"h) + k2AS(LP~ - ff~)c~7'J'), 
-k20;_tL"h(S(aT+~);_l, i= l , . . . ,q .  (61) 
Henceforth, and unless otherwise indicated, we shall assume that the eigenvalues of A are real, 
positive. 
In the following proposition, we describe our method for approximately solving equation (61) 
and obtain an error estimate for the procedure. 
Proposition 5.2 
Let 2, {2;}% 1 be given positive constants and let 00 = 0, 0; = 0 or 1, i = 1 . . . . .  q - 1. Let qjo), 
r, ¢ e ~ be such that 
( I  + k22iLnh)~lli = r i - k20;_ i L~ l i _  i, i = 1 . . . . .  q. (62) 
For each i = 1 . . . . .  q, suppose ~bl j) ~ Sh is obtained by applying j steps of the PIM with I + k2~.L °
as preconditioner to the problem 
(I+k221L"h)~l = rl, ~ = ~kl, (63) 
(I + k22iL~)~k;= r i -  k20i_ lL~$~l,  i = 2 . . . . .  q, 
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with qj¢0) as the initial guess. Then with p as in inequality (56), 
[I Ip - -  ~(J) I I  7~.o ~ CP j II I,O - -  I,//~°) H ~.o, C = C(2, 2i). (64) 
Proof  It follows from inequality (10) that I + k22;L"h and I + k2-2L ° are equivalent in the sense 
of inequality (55). Hence from inequality (56), since ¢,, = ~,~, 
II ~', - ¢'N~)II z0 ~< cpJlt tp~ - 4,~o~ II i.o. (65) 
Now, for i = 2 . . . . .  q (assuming without loss that 0; = 1), from equations (62) and (63) we have 
t[J~-Oi = k2L~( I + k22~L'],) ' (~ I~, -  ~- , ) .  It follows from expressions (23), (8) and (10), and the 
identity A (I + A )- 1 = I - (I + A )-'  that 
I I~/-t}i l lzo~C I1¢'; ' -  I//lJ) l II1,0' (66) 
Applying j steps of the PIM we get, using inequality (66), 
[I I~i - -  I//I j) II 1,0 ~< Cl 9j II ~5; -- ~'I °) II ~.o ~< cpJ{ II t}; -- ~', II i.o + II ¢ ' , -  ¢'I °~ II ~.o} 
cPJ { I[ @i I --  I]11 j-) ' H 1,0 -I- co j II ¢~ - 0} °) II 1,o}. 
Using the triangle inequality, we get from the above, for i = 2 . . . . .  q, 
II I~ i -  I//l J)II ~..o <~ (c + cp j) II ~i -1  - -  ~}J ' l  II 1.0 + cP ~ II ¢'; - ¢,}o)II z0. (67) 
Expression (64) now follows from inequalities (67) and (65). 
In practice one may set 2 = q ~ Z 2;. we also observe that if the eigenvalues of A are distinct, 
then 0;= 0, i=  1 . . . . .  q -  1; thus the matrix I + k2A2"~ is (block) diagonal and equation (61) 
decouples into q independent linear systems which can be handled simultaneously, or in "parallel" 
on a computer with q independent processors. In the next section we shall construct a family of 
Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods possessing this property. 
We shall need the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.3 
Suppose the eigenvalues of A are real and positive. Let 4974; be an approximation to th", the 
solution of equation (58), and let v.;+'~"4'+'~ be an approximation to q57+~, the solution of equation 
(60), obtained by applying j;+, iterations of the PIM with I + k22L ° as preconditioner, 2 > 0, and 
initial guess ~7¥ °,= ~b74;. Then, 
~ ~p"- ~`".j~+' ~z~ + ~k- '  q~(y-h°)'`'~2(~"- 57~'+')l~ < ~(k + ~ + ~k- '~)~ ~" -  (68) 
where/~ = pJ; +' and 0 = 0 or 0 = 1, c = c(2,2i). 
Proof  Using inequalities (59) and (64), and the fact that qS~'~_ °, = q574, [taking ~k = Sq~'+,, 
~,(j) = SqbTj, I+ ~, fie0) = S¢7j; in Proposition 5.2], 
II q~" - 4~ 7•', +' II 1,0 + Ok - '  II (~0),,.z(4~. _ ~ 7~,1+, ) 11 ~< II q~" - q~ 7+, I11.o 
+Ok-'ll(.Y-h°)~;2(cP"-chT+,)lt + IIq~L, "a"'J'+'tll.o+Ok-' - - s-;+l II (~°) ' /=(4~7+, 4~77q ÷' )  11 
<.N ck 11 (k2*~°)'"2(4)n - ~b7 'j') II + c/3(1 + Ok-')II ~7+, - qV 'j; II ~,0. (69) 
Using inequality (59) and the triangle inequality, we get 
II 4~7+1 - q~7 'j; II 1.o ~< (1 + ck)II ¢P" - 4~7 '~; II 1.0. (70) 
Expression (68) now follows from inequalities (69) and (70). 
To complete the construction of the variant of the base scheme, we need to provide an initial 
approximation for ¢p", the solution of equation (58). Let { Uh °, V °} be given by equations (15) and 
assume that { U~, V~ }~= j are given. Let ~bg, 0 be given by 
¢p~.o= ~ ~,U~-j,  m =min{a- l ,n} ,  (71) 
j=o 
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where for each (m, j )  ~7' is a q-vector, given by 
(1 + r,) 
1=0 
l# j  
(ot'~) i = (--  1 ) J j ! (m - - j ) ! '  
o~° =e.  
It follows from equations (72) and Taylor's theorem that 
j=0 




III ~" + , III ~., 
and 
max { II U~ - u" II + k II VZ - u7 II } ~ ca'{ II u ° It ~ + II u ° II ~-, }, (77) 
O<~n<~n* 
where a' = k ~ + k " -  lhZ + h' and # = max{r + 2, a + 2}. 
Let {[UT,, V~]}~'_-i be given by equations (75) instead and assume that the 
inverse property holds and that kh -l << c for some c > 0. Then if fl ~< ck for 
some c > 0, inequalities (76) and (77) hold. 
Letting (" = [U~ - w", V~ - wT] r, n = 0 . . . . .  n* we have 
+l = .~nh~n .dr_ ( ,~nh[Wn,Wn]T __ [wn+ l, Wt  + I]T) 71- ([U~ + l, V~+ l]T _ ~[U~,  v~]T), 
using expressions (26), (11) and (34), it follows that 
n+l  ~<(1 +ck)  l l[~nll lc.,n+ea'k{llu°l lu+ II u° l l . _ l}  
+ III [UT, + l VT÷ l it  _ ~g[Ug,  Vg] T 111 ~'... (78) 
(ii) 
Theorem 5.1 
Suppose that the conditions of  Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold. In addition, suppose that the 
eigenvalues of  A are real, positive. Let [U °, V °] be given by equations (15) and m = min{a - l, n }. 
(i) Let [U~, " "* Vh], = 0 be given by equations (74), where ¢ ~.yo ~, is obtained by refining 
the initial guess ¢~'° obtained by equation (71) through a - m cycles of  the 
outer- inner iterations with fl ~ ck 2 for some c > 0. Then, for any c* > 0, 
max III [UT, - w", V"h -- WT] T III c.., ~< Ca'{ II U ° II ~ + II U ° 11 , - i  } (76) 
O<~n<~n* 
With q~g' 0as the initial guess, we obtain an approximation q~ ~,J_%m to ¢", the solution of  equation 
(58), by applying the outer- inner iteration cycle a - m times (note that a - m = 1 for n/> a - 1). 
Then we let, along equations (13'), 
U~+ i = (1 -- bTA -le)UT, + k(1 - bTA -~z)V"h + bTA --ll~gn'jgnTm, (74) 
Vnn, +l = - -k - l l3TA  leU~+(1 --bTA-Iz)V~+k-lbTA-14)n'J~,ff". 
We shall see below that we need to take fl ~< O(k2).  This is due to the presence of  k -l in the 
second component of equations (74). Alternatively, we shall define UT, + 1 and V~ + l, along equations 
(13), by 
U ,h + I U,h + k V,h _ k 2 b V 57,, ~ ,. Jo - ,. ~-. h ,tl., o_  m 
v~ +l = v~ - k~T~'4,~, J : , ;  - , (75) 
then we shall show that under the inverse assumption (12) and the restriction kh i <~ c, where e > 0 
is arbitrary, it suffices to take fl = O(k) ,  thus reducing the work, in view of  inequality (56), by half. 
Note, however, that in equations (75) the multiplication by £~ must be performed in addition. If  
the matrices corresponding to L~' are sparse, then this additional work is not significant. Note also, 
that in both cases the number of  outer iterations is the same. 
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Hence, it remains to estimate the last term on the right, which is equal to the term on the left of 
the inequality 
Ill [ bvA -'(4," - -  ~)na ' Jamm),  k -1t~TA 1(4,, _ 4,~,j%~ )]x IH c*., <~ c{ II 4," - 4,na'Jamm II 
+ II (k25~)'"2(4," - 4, ~'S°m ~)[I + k -1 II (~.),:2(4,. _ 4,2%, ~)II ~ ck '~ -m It 4~" - 4,g.0 II x,o, (79) 
which follows from inequality (68), with 0 = 1, inequality (8) and fl <~ ck 2. Now 
4,, _ 4,~,o = (1 + k2ALT~)-'(eU~ + kzV"h) -- ~ ctjUT,-: 
/=0  
=( l  +k2A~)  l [e (U j " , -w" )+kr (V~-wT) ] -  ~ ctj(U~ S -w"  J) 
i=0  
+E~--Y-;(ff:7,- Utt)'n + I~ °- ~ ~?~ .... / 
1=0 
It follows from expressions (23), (10), (36), (37), (73) and (6) that 
114,"-4,1';°11~.0~<c ~ If1~" /111:,. ,+c{k~+hr}{llu°ll.+llu,°lJ.-,} 
j=0  
+ckm+l{liu°[I,,,+3+ Ilu°l/..+2}, 0~<m ~<a - 1. (80) 
Using expressions (79) and (80) in inequality (78), together with the fact that tr -m >~ l, we get 
IIl~"+ltll:,,,+~<~(l+ck)Nl~"lll:,,,+ck ~. IIl~"-Jlll:.. /+c~k{llu°ll,,+llu°ll,,, x}; (81) 
j= l  
from this and expression (54), inequality (76) follows at once and then inequality (77). 
(ii) In this case, 
III [UZ + ', vZ + ,]T _ ~Z[UZ, vz] lib c.,. = Ill [kZbTC~(4, " - (~na ' Ja tnm) ,  kbrS.~'~(4, " - 4,~.jo,C,,,)]r Ill : . . .  
From the inverse assumption (12) and the condition kh 1 <~ c, it follows that the last quantity 
is bounded by c I[ 4," - 4,]':°:~ II. The proof  now proceeds exactly as in part (i), but with 0 = 0 
and fl ~< ck. 
6. EXAMPLES OF RUNGE-KUTTA-NYSTROM METHODS 
In this section we describe various classes of Runge-Kut ta -Nyst r6m ethods, A, ~, b, ~, 
possessing ood stability and accuracy properties. We recall that the methods we consider here are 
derived from Runge-Kutta  methods G, ~, g via rule (18). Moreover, with these methods are 
associated the rational functions r ( z )= 1 -g rz ( I  + zG)-~e. 
We first consider a class of rational approximations with real poles. Specifically, let 
q q 
Q(z) = 1-I (1 + f l : )=  ~ si Zi, 
i=1  i=0  
where {s~}q=0 are the symmetric polynomials So = 1, 
Jl < ' <) ,  
Then let 
q i 
e(z) = E ,'Y. (- I)  
i=0 j=0 ( i - - j ) !  
and then r(z) = P(z) /Q(z) .  It is known [cf. 10] that r(z) = e " + O(z q+ 1) for ]z [ small. Also, it was 
shown in Ref. [9] that if fli >~ 1/2, i = 1 . . . . .  q, then 
tpil - -~<1,  i= l  . . . . .  q, Vq~>l ,  (82) 
qi 
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where p; and q~ are the coefficients of P and Q, respectively. It follows immediately from this that 
r(z) is A0-stable, i.e. 
sup Ir(x)l ~< 1. 
x~>0 
For hyperbolic problems, however, stability on the imaginary axis is crucial. Now it is a consistency 
condition that q~-  p~ = 1. Hence, it follows that there exists s > 0 such that condition (20) holds. 
It follows from work done in Refs [13] and [6] that for the cases q = 1, 2, 3, s = ~ whenever 
fl; >t 1/2. In fact these methods are A-stable. 
We next construct a corresponding family of Runge-Kutta "collocation" methods. Let the 
polynomial N(t) be given by 
q tq- ,  
N(t) = ~ ( - l ) ' s ; - - .  
i=0 (q - i)! 
It is shown in Ref. [9] that if fit > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  q, then N has q distinct, positive roots r;, i = 1 . . . . .  q. 
With V denoting the Vandermonde matrix V~j = r~ 1, and r = diag{r~ . . . . .  rq} and 
a Runge-Kutta method is obtained by letting 
G =rVRV-% g~V =erR. (83) 
For these methods equations (21) and (22) hold with v =p =q + 1. Moreover, fl~ . . . .  , flq are 
the eigenvalues of G. Hence if the latter are distinct, then so are those of A. In this case the 
intermediate stages in equation (14) decouple and can be solved in parallel. 
We next consider a family of rational approximations to e ;y introduced by Bramble and Baker 
in Ref. [3]. These are given by 
2,, 1 
rm(z)= ~ flJm)(x)gJ/(1 --X2Z2) m for IRezl <- ,  m ~> 1, (84) 
j=o x 
where fl)") are polynomials and x is a real parameter. It is shown in Ref. [3] that 
rm(iy) = e ;y + O(yZm+l),  for l Yl small, and that for each m/> 1, there exists x~m)> 0 such that, 
for x >~ X (m), 
Ir,,(iy)l <~ l V y ~ R. (85) 
Now corresponding Runge-Kutta-Nystr6m ethods can be constructed with p = v = 2m. Note 
also that the eigenvalues of G are _+x and hence A has the positive (multiple) eigenvalue x 2. 
We next consider Pad6 approximations and especially the diagonal entries of the Pad6 table. It 
is well-known that rm.,(z)=e ~+O(z m+"+~) and that these methods are A-stable for 
m - 2 ~< n ~< m. The corresponding Runge-Kutta methods G, b, z are for (m = n) well-known with 
v = 2m, p = rn + 1 [cf. 14], from which Nystr6m methods can be obtained via rule (18). However, 
the poles of r,,,, and thus the eigenvalues of A, are complex, necessitating a different approach, 
which we describe next. As in the case of real eigenvalues, we use the outer iteration (57), but 
instead use the decomposition of A into quasi-diagonal form, A = S-~AS, where S and A are real. 
This requires olving 2 × 2 block systems of the form 
k2a;l L"h I + k2a'22L"h q52 Lr2J 
where 
[ a~l a~2] 
ah a~2J 
is a typical 2 x 2 diagonal block of A and r,, r2 are given by Sh. We write equation (86) as 
[ l+k2a'llL"h k2a~2L~ 1F051]=~rl 1 (87) 
0 (I+k2a~2L~)-'a.JL052J Lr2--(I+k2a~lL~h)-Ik2a~2L"hr~ ' 
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where 
Q = [I + k2(all + a~2)L~ + k4(a~l a~2 -- a~2a'21)(LT,)2]. (88) 
We shall assume that a'~, a~ + a~2 and a~a~2-  a~2a~t are positive. These condit ions are easy to 
verify and seem to hold in general. For  (2, 2)-Pad6, we have a~l = a~ = ~4, a'll + a~2 = all + a22 -- f~, 
p t - -  t t alla2: al2a2t=aHa2z al2a21 =~. Under  these condit ions, I+k2a~iL~ and Q are invertible. 
Furthermore,  considering the rat ional  function 
r (x)  = [1 + (a~l ÷ a'z2)x + (a~la'z2 -- a'12a~j)x2]/(1 + a'jlx), x >1 O, 
we see that there exist positive constants, b, c~, c2, such that 
c l ( l+bx)<. . r (x )<- . . c2( l+bx)  Vx>~O. (89) 
Thus we can use the (l inear in Lh) operator  I + kZbL ° as precondit ioner to solve l inear systems 
with coefficient operator  I + k 2a'l~ L~ as well as ( I  + k Za~ L~)-~Q. We see that solving equation (87) 
requires the solut ion of  three systems with I + k2bL ° as precondit ioner,  and two mult ipl icat ions 
with the operator  L~. 
Unl ike the case when the eigenvalues of  A are real, these methods do not fall within the 
f ramework of  the analysis in this paper  (Theorem 4.3 still holds however). This is due to the fact 
that ~b2 in equat ion (87) is the solut ion of  a l inear system quadrat ic  in L~. Accordingly,  these 
methods require stabil ity and consistency estimates using a norm on Sh x Sh weighted with 
koV L L °-1'2 ] /0 0_-0,, 
Similar norms have been used in Refs [1, 2, 5]. 
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